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1 Model framework

1.1 Wuhan model

We developed the following Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Recovered (S, E, I, R
respectively) dynamic compartmental model to simulate COVID-19 outbreak in Wuhan,
China since December 1, 2019:
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In the equations above, i represents one of the following age categories: 0-19 years old
(“Youth”), 20-59 years old (“Adults”), and 60 years old and older (“Elderly”). Ni(t) is
the population size for age category i in Wuhan on day t. Population size (Ni(t)) is
time-dependent because of the exchange of population through daily inbound and
outbound travels. There are two possible sources of infection: either through
person-to-person contacts with individuals in the asymptomatic infection state IA, or
the symptomatic infection state IS with rate βI . Cij(t) is the averaged daily contact
counts that individuals in age category i made with individuals in age category j on day
t. ρi is the proportion of infections that are symptomatic in age category i. We describe
the estimation procedure for contact matrix in 1.3. For the Wuhan model only, a
non-zero zoonotic force of infection was included for the time that the seafood market
thought to be the origin of the outbreak was still operational (Dec 1, 2019 through Jan
1, 2020). As in Wu et al. [1], we assumed this force of infection to be 86 cases per day
prior to the market’s closure. The zoonotic force of infection is represented by z(t),
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which is set to 86 per day until the Huanan seafood market closure on Jan 1, 2020, at
which point it drops to zero. In the model, death could only occur for those in the
symptomatic infection state, IS . The death rate was denoted by µi for age category i,
reflecting substantial age-dependent differences in COVID-19 mortality. T (c,w)(t)
(T (w,c)(t)) represents the inbound (outbound) travel to (from) Wuhan on day t.
Notation is summarized in S2 Table and a model state transition diagram is shown in
Fig 1.

The model was used to track daily numbers of infections and deaths, as well as the
distribution of outbound travelers leaving Wuhan across the disease and age
compartments. The number of travelers arriving at each city from Wuhan and arriving
in Wuhan from other cities was calculated from mobility data from Baidu, a Chinese
internet search engine company [2]. Our approach is conceptually consistent with using
O-D matrix for mobility modeling in other COVID-19 modelling literature [3].

In both Wuhan model and Other-city model, we assumed in the base case,
transmission rate βI is the same for symptomatic and asymptomatic cases. While it is
the case for many illnesses that a symptomatic person is more infectious than an
asymptomatic person, viral load studies of people infected with SARS-CoV-2 have
found that symptomatic and asymptomatic people have similar levels of viral
shedding [18]. In addition, it is now understood that SARS-CoV-2 spreads primarily via
aerosols, which are emitted in everyday actions like breathing and talking [19,20].
While symptomatic cases are more likely to emit large droplets through coughing and
sneezing, these expiratory activities are not essential for SARS-CoV-2 transmission.
Furthermore, a symptomatic person is more likely to stay home because they feel sick,
whereas an asymptomatic person will continue their regular activities in the absence of
frequent, routine testing.

1.2 Other-city model

We also modeled outcomes in three other Chinese cities (Beijing, Shanghai, and
Chongqing), accounting for the introduction of COVID-19 cases from Wuhan during the
early phase of the epidemic. The disease progression model for these three Chinese
cities followed the same basic structure as the Wuhan model, except that additional
stratifications were included to track individuals with recent travel history from Wuhan
and recent travelers under quarantine (when applicable). Each compartment was
therefore subscripted by both age group, i, and population, k, where k = W for those
recently arriving from Wuhan and k = L for the local population without recent Wuhan
travel. To incorporate the effects of travel history screening policies (and quarantine) in
these other cities, we have a parameter α(t) that reflects the effectiveness with which
travel history screening identifies travelers arriving from Wuhan. In the base case, we
assume 100% effectiveness (α = 1). To simulate a scenario where travel history
screening is enacted at time tTHS , we divert α proportion of arrivals from Wuhan to
quarantined states from t = tTHS onward. Disease dynamics are represented in Fig 2
and follow the following system of differential equations:
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Once travel history screening is enacted, a set of quarantined compartments are added
to the model to account for individuals with Wuhan travel history who are being
isolated. We let Si,q,t′(t), Ei,q,t′(t), I

A
i,q,t′(t), I

S
i,q,t′(t), Ri,q,t′(t) represent individuals in

compartments S, E, IA, IS , R and age category i who have been isolated for t′ days on
day t, respectively. Isolated individuals in the E’, IA and IS compartments progress
through the disease stages, ultimately recovering or dying, based on the following
dynamics:
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Individuals who enter quarantine in the susceptible compartment remain susceptible
during their quarantine period, as we assume they have no contact with others. After
the 14-day observation period (i.e., when t′ = 14), all quarantined individuals except
those in IS compartment transition to the non-quarantined Wuhan-originating
population. Patients in the IS compartment remain quarantined until their illness is
resolved, either through recovery or death.

1.3 Contact Matrix Estimation

We assumed that age-specific mixing patterns in China follow a preferential mixing
structure. The number of contacts between age group i and age group j is then
represented by the following equations:
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where γi is the contact ratio reserved for peers in the same age category i, and 1− γi is
split among all groups. Mi(t) is the daily number of contacts for individuals in age
category i on day t. We estimated γi and Mi based on numbers and ages of contacts
reported in a study of age-specific contact patterns in Southern China [4].

However, these mixing patterns might not be representative for Chinese New Year
(CNY). During CNY, total number of daily contact might increase due to the large
inter-generational social gatherings in celebrations of CNY from Jan 10 to Feb 18, 2020.
We varied the rate of contacts increase during CNY in the sensitivity analysis (Section
3).

2 Cost estimation

2.1 Disease Burden

We measured the overall health impacts of COVID-19 using the disability-adjusted
life-year (DALY) framework [5]. DALYs reflect both the years of life lost (YLL) due to
premature mortality associated with a given health condition as well as the years lost
due to disability (YLD) resulting from the condition. DALYs can be converted into a
monetary disease burden by multiplying an appropriate willingness-to-pay (WTP),
typically taken to be 1x - 3x Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita in the study
region [6]. For our analysis in China, we used a WTP of 3x GDP per-capita in China in
2019 ($10,264): $30,792 USD [7].

The YLL due to a COVID-19 death was calculated by taking the difference between
life expectancy in China and the average age of the population within each age category.
Given a current life expectancy of 74.6 years [8] and the age composition of the Chinese
population [9], we calculated the YLL to be 67.20, 37.11, and 9.45 for the “Youth”,
“Adult”, and “Elderly” age categories, respectively. The cost per fatal case of COVID-19
was then calculated as WTP × YLL.

Because COVID-19 is so new, a condition-specific disability weight for the
calculation of YLD is not available. We, therefore, followed the same methodology as an
analysis of the DALYs associated with the 2003 SARS outbreak in China [10]. There,
YLD were calculated by weighting the average number of workdays lost by age-specific
productivity weights (0.15 for “Youth”, 0.8 for “Adults”, and 0.1 for the “Elderly”). For
a non-fatal case of COVID-19, we assumed the number of workdays lost (from symptom
onset through hospitalization and recovery) was similar as that reported SARS
measures in Guangzhou, China, by Du et al. [10]: 31.28, 58.55, and 54.84 days for the
“Youth”, “Adult”, and “Elderly” age categories, respectively. The cost per non-fatal case
of COVID-19 was then calculated as

cost per non-fatal case = WTP/day × workdays lost × productivity weight

This monetary disease burden estimate was only applied to clinically confirmed cases
(moderate to severe), as undetected mild cases were assumed to result in a negligible
number of YLD.

The healthcare costs for supportive treatment of a clinically confirmed (moderate to
severe) case of COVID-19 were assumed to be similar to that of SARS in China [10].
These healthcare costs were estimated to be $2,925 (in 2003 USD) per hospitalized case,
which we inflated to $4,125 in 2020 USD using the Consumer Price Index.

2.2 Economy loss

Total economic loss under status quo mitigation strategies China reported a
contraction of 6.8% in its first quarter GDP in 2020 due to COVID-19 [11]. Given the
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Q1 GDP for China in 2019 [7,9] and the predicted GDP growth assuming no COVID-19
outbreak for 2020 [11], we estimated an economic loss (due to COVID-19) of $395.36
billion USD for Q1 in China. In the first quarter of 2019, Wuhan had a GDP of $48.68
billion USD, with a predicted growth rate of 7.5% to 7.8% in 2020 [12]. In the absence
of the COVID-19 outbreak, the Q1 GDP of Wuhan would have been projected at $52.43
billion USD. With the COVID-19 outbreak, Wuhan experienced a 40.5% drop in the
first quarter GDP in 2020 [21]. This results in an economic loss of $23.46 billion USD.
We assume all other provinces share proportionally in the remaining percent loss of
national GDP growth in Q1 2020. Based on each province’s share of national GDP [7],
we calculated the estimated GDP loss for Chongqing, Beijing, and Shanghai as $8.85,
$13.27, $14.32 billion USD respectively.

Daily costs Wuhan’s earliest return-to-work date was on April, 8, 2020 [13]. In other
cities, industry return-to-work starts on Mar 1, while schools remain closed till
Mid-March or Mid-April [14, 15]. Although few industries have come back online since
Feb 15, they only reached 30% to 50% of the usual production level [16]. We assume
that the cost came of mass social distancing is primarily due to workplace closures.
Then, we approximate the duration of mitigation strategy implementation as 69 days in
Wuhan, and 38 days in other cities. We therefore estimated the daily economic losses to
be $ 0.340, $0.232, $0.349, $0.377 billion USD in Wuhan, Chongqing, Beijing and
Shanghai, respectively.

As a point of comparison, we calculated the expected social distancing cost for
Wuhan in the absence of a city-wide quarantine (and if they had not been the focal
point of the initial SARS-CoV-2 pandemic). This calculation followed the same
procedure as that for Chongqing, Beijing and Shanghai. Prior to the COVID-19
outbreak, the GDP in Wuhan was 42% that of Chongqing’s, with similar growth
trajectories. We, therefore, estimated the daily loss due to social distancing (only) in
Wuhan as 0.42× $0.232 billion USD = $0.0974 billion USD. We use this social
distancing cost as a benchmark for considering different quarantine costs.

Sources Wuhan Chongqing Beijing Shanghai
Total economic loss $23.46 $8.85 $13.27 $14.32
Total daily loss $ 0.340 $0.232 $0.349 $0.377
Daily cost due to social distanc-
ing

$ 0.0974 $0.232 $0.349 $0.377

Table S1. Estimated economic losses (in billion USD) for each modeled city.

3 Sensitivity analysis results

3.1 Varying mitigation strategy timing

In this section, we examined the differential impact of implementing the different
mitigation strategies at different times (i.e., additional counterfactual scenarios). End
dates for all mitigation strategies were as in the status quo (Manuscript, Method
Section). In S2 Fig, we varied the start date of mass social distancing in all cities.
Cumulative infections and deaths were increasing exponentially with delayed social
distancing. Economic costs in cities excluding Wuhan (S3 Fig) were decreasing with a
delayed social distancing start date. This is because strategy implementation costs were
the main component of the total economic cost, whereas the disease burden is relatively
low in these three places. On the other hand, the economic cost in Wuhan is always
increasing because of the relatively high disease burden. To account for the possibility
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of under reporting, in In S4 Fig, we doubled the mortality rate and then varied social
distancing start date. The conclusion was consistent with our observations and findings
in S2 Fig, except that the date of minimum economic cost would have become sooner
due to increased disease burden.

Varying the travel history screening start date along (S5 Fig) resulted in a
near-linear increase in both epidemiological and economic outcomes before Jan 23, 2020,
the travel history screening start date. From Jan 23 onward, the frequency of travels
from Wuhan was low due to Wuhan quarantine. As a consequence, the increase in
infection and death cases were minimal. When the start date of Wuhan quarantine was
varied simultaneously (S6 Fig), the number of infections, deaths, and total economic
costs were increasing with delayed policy start dates.

We did not vary the start date of Wuhan quarantine alone since Wuhan quarantine
is not likely to be implemented solely in reality.

Compare all strategy scenarios involving social distancing practice (Fig 4, S3 Fig,
and S7 Fig), we found that social distancing highest impact on numbers of infections
and deaths, economic costs (due to disease burden) among all mitigation strategies.

3.2 Varying model parameters

In this section, we varied model parameters including travel history screening
effectiveness α, contact rates during Chinese New Year, contact rates reduction during
social distancing practice, as well as the per contact transmission rate βE . We vary the
contact rates during Chinese New Year to reflect the traditionally large
inter-generational social gatherings for Chinese New Year celebrations. We use the
status quo scenario as the base case in this Section.

When we vary the contact rate during Chinese New Year (CNY)/chunyun (from Jan
10 to Feb 18, 2020) in S8, we find that both the epidemiological and economic outcomes
increase exponentially with the CNY contact rate in Wuhan, while in other cities this
(increasing) relationship is quasi-linear. This is because in the status quo, Wuhan
city-quarantine and travel history screening efficiently prevented the growth of epidemic
in other cities. As a consequence, varying contact rates during CNY resulted in a much
larger impact in Wuhan, but not other cities. For the same reason, if contact rate
reduction (when practicing social distancing) varied from 25% to 75%, we observed an
exponential decrease in number of infections, deaths and economic cost in Wuhan (S9).
The changes were less steep in other places compared to Wuhan. Lastly, we observe
from S10 that model outcomes were not sensitive to the effectiveness of travel history
screening in identifying all recent travelers from Wuhan.

When varying contact rate during CNY and travel history screening effectiveness
together (S11, S12, S13), for any given THS, contact rate increase during CNY would
delay the optimal social distancing end date. This is simply because social distancing
becomes more effective in this scenario. we did not observe significant changes while
varying THS for any given contact rate increase in CNY.

When varying contact rate during CNY and relative contact rate reduction when
practicing social distancing, we observed that both contact rate increase during CNY or
contact rate reduction when practicing social distancing is highly influential on the
optimal social distancing end dates. A higher contact rate during CNY, and/or a higher
contact rate reduction when practicing social distancing could delay the optimal SD end
date to a later date.

3.3 doubling mortality rates

We performed sensitivity analyses while varying start date of all control measures, with
doubled mortality rates for all age groups. Results are shown in S4 Fig. Implementing
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all three mitigation strategies two weeks earlier (on Jan 9, 2020) would have averted
47% of COVID-19 deaths in Wuhan and over 70% of deaths in the other three cities
Implementing mitigation strategies just one week earlier was predicted to avert 26% of
deaths in Wuhan (over 45% in the other three cities). Delaying mitigation strategies by
one week resulted in 35% more deaths in Wuhan and more than 88% more deaths in the
other three cities. On the other hand, the difference in economic cost becomes smaller.
This is because increased disease burden mitigated the dominating cost of control
measures. The date of minimum economic cost would have become sooner due to
increased disease burden.
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4 Status quo predictions

In Wuhan (under the status quo), our model predicted a total of 97.25 (95% CI: 87.97 -
107.11) cumulative infections per 10,000 individuals by Mar 31, 2020. Our model also
predicted a total of 3,209 COVID-19 deaths (95% CI: 3,061 - 3,348) over the same time
period, with 79.5% (95% CI: 77.9% - 81.2%) of these occurring in the “Elderly” age
category. This is very close to total number of death: 3099, reported by [17] as of Mar
31, 2020.

We also predicted a total of 6.31 (95% CI: 5.58 - 7.11), 3.92 (95% CI: 3.45 - 4.42),
2.56 (95% CI: 2.25 - 2.89) cumulative infections per 10,000 individuals by Mar 31, 2020
in Chongqing, Beijing, and Shanghai, respectively. The model predicts 26 (95% CI: 25 -
27), 11 (95% CI: 10 - 11), 8 (95% CI: 8 - 8) deaths in Chongqing, Beijing, and Shanghai,
respectively, by Mar 31, 2020. This is far fewer deaths than seen in Wuhan due to both
lower disease burden and reduced mortality risk associated with infection in these cities.
The actual death cases did not fall into the confidence interval but still very close to the
predicted number: 9 death cases (7 deaths cases) in Beijing (Shanghai) respectively.
This may because of the small sample size. The economic cost under status quo
mitigation measures, including both economic losses and disease burden costs, was
estimated to be $25.64 (95% CI: 25.50 - 25.76) billion USD in Wuhan from Dec 1, 2019
through Mar 31, 2020, primarily due to prolonged social distancing. In other cities, we
predicted net economic cost of $8.94 (95% CI: 8.93 - 8.95), $13.32 (95% CI: 13.32 -
13.32), $14.36 (95% CI: 14.36 - 14.36) billion USD in Chongqing, Beijing, and Shanghai,
respectively. Economic losses were predominantly due to the daily costs social
distancing or city-wide quarantine (for Wuhan) rather than disease burden.
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5 Tables and figures

Model Notation Summary

general notations
Ni (alive) population size in age category i
DI infectious period
DE incubation period
βI per contact transmission rate in state IS or IA

Cij average daily contact that an individual in age category i made
with individuals in age agroup j

µi mortality rate for age category i
notation for Wuhan Model

Si susceptible individuals in age category i
Ei exposed individuals in age category i
IAi infected and asymptomatic individuals in age category i
ISi infected and symptomatic individuals in age category i
Ri recovered individuals in age category i
Di dead individuals in age category i
z zoonotic force of infection, same as in Wu et al. [1]
T c,w daily inbound travel
Tw,c daily outbound travel

notation for Other-city Model
Sik susceptible individuals in age category i and population k
Eik exposed individuals in age category i and population k
IAik infected and asymptomatic individuals in age category i and pop-

ulation k
ISik infected and symptomatic individuals in age category i and popu-

lation k
Rik recovered individuals in age category i and population k
Dik dead individuals in age category i and population k

S
(w,c)
i imported Wuhan susceptible individuals in age category i

E
(w,c)
i imported Wuhan exposed individuals in age category i

I
S,(w,c)
i imported Wuhan infected and symptomatic individuals in age

category i

I
A,(w,c)
i imported Wuhan infected and asymptomatic individuals in age

category i

R
(w,c)
i imported Wuhan recovered individuals in age category i

pwl proportion of exportation from Wuhan to the local city

Table S2. Model Notation Summary
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Fig S1. One-way sensitivity analysis on Wuhan quarantine cost while
varying all mitigation strategy start date simultaneously. Panel A corresponds
to the base case. Q. cost = daily quarantine cost, S.D. cost = daily social distancing cost
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Fig S2. Varying social distancing start date only, maintaining initiation of
other control measures on Jan 23, 2020.
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Fig S3. Varying social distancing start date only, maintaining initiation of
other control measures on Jan 23, 2020. Wuhan is excluded from the plot to
show greater detail in the other three cities.
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Fig S4. Varying start date for all control measures and doubled mortality
rate for all age groups, maintaining initiation of other control measures on
Jan 23, 2020.
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Fig S5. Varying Wuhan travel history screening start date, maintaining
initiation of other control measures on Jan 23, 2020. Wuhan is excluded from
the plot to show greater detail in the other three cities.
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Fig S6. Varying Wuhan quarantine and Wuhan travel history screening
start date, maintaining social distancing initiation on Jan 23, 2020. Wuhan
is excluded from the plot to show greater detail in the other three cities.
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Fig S7. Varying Wuhan travel history screening and social distancing start
date, maintaining Wuhan city-wide quarantine initiation on Jan 23, 2020.
Wuhan is excluded from the plot to show greater detail in the other three cities.
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Fig S8. One-way sensitivity analysis on contact rate during Chinese New
Year (CNY). In the base case, we assumed contacts rates increase by 20% for all age
categories.
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Fig S9. One-way sensitivity analysis on the relative contact rate reduction
when practicing social distancing. In the base case, this is assumed to be 0.50.
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Fig S10. One-way sensitivity analysis on travel history screening
effectiveness, α. In the base case, α = 1.0.
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Fig S11. two-way sensitivity analysis (subplot 1) on contact rate during
Chinese New Year (CNY) and travel history screening effectiveness, α. For
this subplot, α = 1.0.

Fig S12. two-way sensitivity analysis (subplot 1) on contact rate during
Chinese New Year (CNY) and travel history screening effectiveness, α. For
this subplot, α = 0.75.
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Fig S13. two-way sensitivity analysis (subplot 1) on contact rate during
Chinese New Year (CNY) and travel history screening effectiveness, α. For
this subplot, α = 0.50.

Fig S14. two-way sensitivity analysis (subplot 1) on contact rate during
Chinese New Year (CNY) and relative contact rate reduction when
practicing social distancing. For this subplot, contact rate reduction is 25%.
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Fig S15. two-way sensitivity analysis (subplot 1) on contact rate during
Chinese New Year (CNY) and relative contact rate reduction when
practicing social distancing. For this subplot, contact rate reduction is 50%.

Fig S16. two-way sensitivity analysis (subplot 1) on contact rate during
Chinese New Year (CNY) and relative contact rate reduction when
practicing social distancing. For this subplot, contact rate reduction is 75%.
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